Azure Virtual Desktop Proof of Concept
See the benefits a modern desktop infrastructure can provide for your
business with a tailored Azure Virtual Desktop Proof of Concept from 848.

About
Azure Virtual Desktop (formerly Windows Virtual Desktop) helps your business enable secure, remote or
hybrid work with simplified IT management. A cloud-based virtual environment utilising Microsoft 365 and
Azure technologies, Azure Virtual Desktop (AVD) empowers users to access their workspace from any
location, on any device.

Our AVD Proof of Concept enables you to realise the benefits of an AVD first-hand. We deploy AVD on a small
scale to give you first-hand experience of the features and capabilities of Microsoft’s leading virtual desktop
infrastructure (VDI) solution.

We will
We will deploy Azure Virtual Desktop including 5 applications to 25
users in your business. This will provide you with a tailored Proof of
Concept of the features and capabilities of the AVD solution. Our
Microsoft certified specialists will help you realise the benefits to your
business and end users to get you started on your journey to a fully
implemented Azure Virtual Desktop environment. We take time to
understand your goals and requirements, so we can plan, build and
run a Proof of Concept implementation that is right for you.

A leading Microsoft
Gold partner
With 16 Gold competencies and
1 Silver, we operate amidst the
highest accolade of Microsoft
Partners, illustrating our
expertise, knowledge and
strength in the provision of
Microsoft technologies.
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ü Overview of Azure Virtual Desktop
• Review of existing customer
licensing
• Review of Proof of
Concept users
• Review of application estate
• Review of existing core
infrastructure
• Review of existing identity and
security including Azure AD, AD,
Azure Security Services, M365
Security and any 3rd party security
products
• Review of existing client
configuration
• Review of availability and disaster
recovery requirements
ü High level design and project plan
of Proof of Concept implementation

ü Deployment of AVD as per
high level design in existing
customer Azure
subscription
ü Installation and publishing
of up to 5 applications and
Office 365
ü Configuration
documentation

ü Proof of Concept user
onboarding
ü Hyper care 08:30 –
18:00 Monday to
Friday during proof of
concept
ü Proof of Concept user
survey
ü Proof of
Concept review
ü Next steps

LEARN MORE

848.co | info@848.co
03449 848 848

Azure Virtual Desktop
Azure Virtual Desktop (AVD) is an intelligent and
cost-effective desktop and app virtualisation
service that runs on the cloud. AVD is built upon
Microsoft Azure, and provides your end-users with
secure remote access to their workspaces, data,
resources, and applications from any location, and
on any device.

Benefits and capabilities of
Azure Virtual Desktop:
ü
ü

ü
ü
ü
ü

The only multi-session Windows 10
experience
Microsoft Teams optimisation to enable
support of audio and video optimisation
with the Windows Desktop Client
Onboard new staff in minutes and only
pay for what you need
Scalability to manage both cost and
performance
Access to a published desktop or
applications
Save costs by using existing Windows
licenses

Learn more: www.848.co/azure-virtual-desktop/

ü

Provide best-in-class virtualised
experiences

Deliver Windows 10 desktops and applications
to users virtually, providing a seamless
experience from any location.

ü

Keep your users, apps and data
secure

ü

Deploy in minutes and streamline
onboarding

ü

Simplify IT management and
scalability

With intelligent security and compliance
capabilities built-in as standard, your
environment is proactively monitored and
protected from threats.

AVD can be easily deployed in a matter of
minutes. Quickly scale up and down based on
your requirements.

Simplify deployment and management of your
IT infrastructure and easily scale to meet your
needs as your business evolves.

Reduce costs and only pay for what

ü you use

Say goodbye to overpaying for your cloud
environments. Enjoy simply billing based on
usage, and use existing eligible licenses to
reduce costs.

Microsoft Teams and
ü Maximise
Office 365

Enable remote collaboration and productivity
as users utilise Outlook, share files in OneDrive,
or work with colleagues on Teams.

